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Any explanation of cosmic acceleration expansion 
rate involves a fundamental revision of physics. 
   
‣ At the very least, a dominant new energy 

component with exotic physical properties. 
‣ Possibly a clue to extra dimensions, nature of 

quantum gravity, manifestation of string theory.
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WFIRST seeks the next great cosmological discovery.



Two	types	of	cosmological	measurements
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Geometric Growth	of	structure

Cosmic	acceleration:	
pulls	galaxies	apart

Gravity:	
draws	galaxies	together

Measure	BOTH	to	learn	about	dark	matter,	dark	energy,	and	gravity!



WFIRST Dark Energy Surveys

From WFIRST-AFTA SDT Final Report
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WFIRST Dark Energy Surveys

From WFIRST-AFTA SDT Final Report
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Unique opportunities from space: 
• Near-IR sensitivity over wide fields 
• High stability observing (SN photometry, WL shape 

measurement) 
• High angular resolution (WL shape precision, 

accuracy)



WFIRST dark energy strategy

WFIRST will use multiple methods that provide complementary 
information and allow cross-checks. 
For all methods, the emphasis is on control of systematic 
uncertainties rather than maximizing statistics. 
The observatory is powerful, and there is flexibility to adjust 
strategy relative to the current Design Reference Mission based 
on developments in the field. 
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Explaining the Origin of Cosmic Acceleration with

WFIRST

Cosmic acceleration is the most surprising cosmological discovery in many decades.

Even the least exotic explanation of this phenomenon requires an energetically dominant

component of the universe with properties never previously seen in nature, pervading

otherwise empty space, with an energy density that is many orders of magnitude higher than

naive expectations.

Testing and distinguishing among possible explanations requires cosmological measurements

of extremely high precision that probe the full history of cosmic expansion and structure

growth. This program is one of the de ning objectives of the Wide-Field Infrared Survey

Telescope (WFIRST), NASA next agship astronomy mission. WFIRST primary mirror is 2.4

meters in diameter (7.9 feet), and is the same size as the Hubble Space Telescope’s primary

mirror. WFIRST will have two instruments, the Wide Field Instrument, and the Coronagraph

Instrument.

The WFIRST mission, as described in past Science De nition Team (SDT) reports (Spergel et al.

2013a, Spergel et al. 2013b, Spergel et al. 2015), has the ability to improve these

measurements by 1-2 orders of magnitude compared to the current state of the art, while

simultaneously extending their redshift grasp, greatly improving control of systematic e ects,

and taking a uni ed approach to multiple probes that provide complementary physical

information and cross-checks of cosmological results.

This page describes and hosts the results of the NASA funded Science Investigation Team (SIT)

dedicated to study, design and implement the cosmology program of the High Latitude Survey

(HLS) that will account for about 1/3 of the mission observting time.

WFIRST Science Investigation Team

SIT led by Olivier Doré:

Check out our public webpage:
http://www.wfirst-hls-cosmology.org/

http://www.wfirst-hls-cosmology.org/
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Who are we??

1/4/2017 Science Investigation Team
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Cosmology with the WFIRST High Latitude

Survey

Goal Team News Products Contact

Science Investigation Team

We have assembled a team with the expertise and commitment needed to address the stringent

challenges of the WFIRST dark energy program through the Project’s formulation phase. The

imaging and spectroscopic elements of the High Latitude Survey (HLS) will be realized as an

integrated observing program, and they jointly impose requirements on instrument and telescope

performance, operations, and data transfer. The methods for simulating and interpreting weak

lensing and galaxy clustering observations largely overlap, and many members of our team have

expertise in both areas.

Rachel Bean (Cornell)

Andrew Benson (Carnegie)

Peter Capak (Caltech/IPAC)

Ami Choi (OSU)

Olivier Doré (JPL/Caltech, PI)

Tim Ei er (JPL/Caltech)

Katrin Heitmann (ANL)

George Helou (Caltech/IPAC)

Shoubaneh Hemmati (IPAC/Caltech)

Shirley Ho (LBL)

Albert Izard (JPL)

Bhuvnesh Jain (Penn)

Mike Jarvis (Penn)

Alina Kiessling (JPL/Caltech)

Elisabeth Krause (Stanford)

Chris Hirata (OSU, Weak lensing lead)

Robert Lupton (Princeton)

Niall MacCrann (OSU)

WFIRST Science Investigation Team

1/4/2017 Science Investigation Team

http://www.wfirst-hls-cosmology.org/team/ 2/2

Rachel Mandelbaum (CMU)

Elena Massara (LBL)

Alex Merson (Caltech/IPAC)

Hironao Miyatake (JPL/Caltech)

Nikhil Padmanabhan (Yale)

Andres Plazas Malagon (JPL/Caltech)

Eduardo Rozo (U. Arizona)

Lado Samushia (U. Kansas)

Mike Sei ert (JPL/Caltech)

Charles Shapiro (JPL/Caltech)

Melanie Simet (UCR/JPL)

David Spergel (Princeton, CCA)

Harry Teplitz (Caltech/IPAC)

Michael Troxel (OSU)

Anja von der Linden (Brookhaven)

Yun Wang (Caltech/IPAC, Galaxy redshift survey lead)

David Weinberg (OSU, Galaxy clusters lead)

Ying Zu (OSU)

This page was generated by GitHub Pages.



Some public content up on SIT webpage already…
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Public Products

Cosmological parameters forecast chains

Please nd below some cosmological parameters MCMC chains corresponding to forecast for the

current survey of the WFIRST High Latitude Survey, combining weak-gravitational lensing (WL),

cluster count (CC) and redshift space distortions (GRS). These chains were computed using the

CosmoLike software Krause & Ei er 2016.

Multi-probe cosmology forecasts (incl SN from both SN teams) with realistic

systematics budget

The tightest constraints on cosmological models including cosmic acceleration, modi d laws of

gravity, neutrino physics will come from a joint analysis of multiple cosmological probes. Figure 1

shows the forecasted constraints of “traditional” single probe analyses for clusters (yellow),

BAO+RSD (red), and weak lensing (green) and a multi-probe analysis that utilizes these and several

other observables that can be extracted from the data: galaxy-galaxy lensing, photometric galaxy,

cluster weak lensing, clustering, SN from WFIRST (forecasts from David Rubin and Dan Scolnic), SN

from the existing Joint Lightcurve Analysis, existing Baryon Acoustic Oscillation information from

BOSS, and CMB information from Planck. These contours show statistical errors only (shape/shot-

noise and cosmic variance). Since multi-probe analyses are highly constraining they impose tight

requirements on systematics control. Figure 2 compares the this statistical errors only (blue) to

forecasts that contain a realistic systematics budget (green). These systematics include

uncertainties in the estimation of galaxy shapes and redshifts (photo-z, spec-z), cluster mass

calibration, galaxy bias, and intrinsic alignment. Uncertainties due to baryonic e ects (SN and AGN

feedback, cooling) are not included. It is critical over the coming years to study these uncertainties

WFIRST Science Investigation Team

Figure credit:
Tim Eifler

Includes contributions from
other SITs (e.g., for 

supernova constraints)

8/9/2017 Cosmology with the WFIRST High Latitude Survey
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Cosmology with the WFIRST High Latitude Survey

Goal Team News Products Workshops Contact

Public Products

Our Science Investigation Team will release codes, products and arti�cial data sets, with the goals of building awareness of and
broad support for the WFIRST dark energy program and inspiring the community to develop methods and carry out investigations
that will maximize the cosmological return from WFIRST.

LSST+ WFIRST Simulated Photometric Catalogs (Peter Capak, Shoubaneh Hemmati, Dan
Masters, last updated on 08/02/17).

WFIRST+LSST simulated photometry catalog based on CANDELS, COSMOS, SXDS and VVDS.

The �rst catalog (WFIRST_sim_3.8sqdeg_v0.0.�ts) includes photometry estimates in LSST(u,g,r,i,z) and WFIRST(Y,J,H,F184W) �lter sets
in AB magnitudes as well as estimate of photometric redshifts. This corresponds to 3.8 deg-sq in the sky from the combination of
galaxies in the COSMOS (2 deg-sq), SXDS (0.8 deg-sq) and VVDS (1.0 deg-sq) �elds with (RIZ <25 AB) with fainter (RIZ>25 AB) sources
added based on CANDELS survey in �ve �elds (GOODS-S, GOODS-N, EGS, UDS and COSMOS total of 0.2 deg-sq) boosted 19 times to
match the area. Faint sources are added based on the density and colors of CANDELS galaxies on a Self Organizing Map (SOM) we

WFIRST Science Investigation Team



What are we doing now?
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The Impact of Interpixel Capacitance in CMOS Detectors on PSF shapes and

Implications for WFIRST

Arun Kannawadi

McWilliams Center for Cosmology, Department of Physics, Carnegie Mellon University,

Pittsburgh, PA 15213
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109
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ABSTRACT

Unlike optical CCDs, near-infrared detectors, which are based on CMOS hybrid

readout technology, typically suffer from electrical crosstalk between the pixels. The

interpixel capacitance (IPC) responsible for the crosstalk affects the point-spread func-

tion (PSF) of the telescope, increasing the size and modifying the shape of all objects

in the images while correlating the Poisson noise. Upcoming weak lensing surveys that

use these detectors, such as WFIRST, place stringent requirements on the PSF size

and shape (and the level at which these are known), which in turn must be translated

into requirements on IPC. To facilitate this process, we present a first study of the

effect of IPC on WFIRST PSF sizes and shapes. Realistic PSFs are forward-simulated

– 6 –

2.2. Parametrizing IPC

For any IPC kernel K, the entries, which refer to relative capacitance values, must satisfy

0 ≤ K[i, j] ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) (see Moore et al. 2006). Moreover, for unit nominal gain, the sum of all

voltages is unity (in suitable units) for a unit charge (in suitable units) in some arbitrary node.

This arbitrary node, which must be far from the edges, can be defined as the origin for convenience,

i.e., if Q[m,n] = δm,0δn,0, then

Cnode

∑

i

∑

j

V [i, j] = 1, (5)

implying
∑

i

∑

j

K[i, j] = 1. (6)

This normalization for the IPC kernel ensures charge conservation in the case of a generic signal.

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, a capacitive coupling exists between every pair of nodes, which

decreases sharply with the distance between them. For small interpixel coupling, i.e., Cc/Cnode ≪ 1,

we can consider only the coupling between pixels sharing an edge and ignore the rest, which are

typically of second or higher order in α. In this limit, the kernel is described by a 3×3 matrix with 8

degrees of freedom (see Eq. 6). Symmetric coupling between the nodes is a reasonable assumption,

i.e., K[i, j] = K[j, i]. The simplest, non-trivial IPC kernel is then given by

Kα =

⎛

⎜

⎝

0 α 0

α 1− 4α α

0 α 0

⎞

⎟

⎠
. (7)

Note that we have assumed α ≪ 1, and thus 1− 4α is always positive.

Coupling between pixels that share a corner (diagonal coupling) can be stronger than second

nearest neighbor (along one of the axes) due to proximity. Thus, we can introduce an additional level

of complexity by introducing α′ to represent the diagonal coupling, whose value can be independent

of α.

Kα,α′ =

⎛

⎜

⎝

α′ α α′

α 1− 4(α+ α′) α

α′ α α′

⎞

⎟

⎠
, (8)

where typically α′ < α. This is a reasonable assumption since in typical H2RG devices α and α′

are typically of order 10−2 and 10−3 as we will show below. However, it is important to confirm

that the effect of α′ on the PSF size and shape really is small compared to that of α, to justify that

the kernel can indeed be truncated to 3× 3 matrix.

There can exist a measurable asymmetry along the two axes of the detectors (Hilbert & McCullough

2011), i.e., the capacitive coupling along the rows can be different from that of the columns. Small

anisotropies that arise because of this can have a significant effect on the ellipticity of objects we
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The effect of detector nonlinearity on WFIRST PSF profiles for weak

gravitational lensing measurements
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aJet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasadena,

CA 91109, USA

bCalifornia Institute of Technology, 1200 E. California Blvd., CA 91125, USA

cMcWilliams Center for Cosmology, Department of Physics, Carnegie Mellon University,

Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA

dInstitute for the Physics and Mathematics of the Universe, 5-1-5 Kashiwanoha, Kashiwa, Chiba

Prefecture 277-8583, Japan

ABSTRACT

Weak gravitational lensing (WL) is one of the most powerful techniques to learn

about the dark sector of the universe. To extract the WL signal from astronomical

observations, galaxy shapes must be measured and corrected for the point spread func-

tion (PSF) of the imaging system with extreme accuracy. Future WL missions—such

as NASA’s Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST)—will use a family of hy-

brid near-infrared CMOS detectors (HAWAII-4RG) that are untested for accurate WL

measurements. Like all image sensors, these devices are subject to conversion gain non-

linearities (voltage response to collected photo-charge) that bias the shape and size of

bright objects such as reference stars that are used in PSF determination. We study

this type of detector nonlinearity (NL) and show how to derive requirements on it from

WFIRST PSF size and ellipticity requirements. We simulate the PSF optical profiles

expected for WFIRST and measure the fractional error in the PSF size (∆R/R) and

the absolute error in the PSF ellipticity (∆e) as a function of star magnitude and the

NL model. For our nominal NL model (a quadratic correction), we find that, uncali-

brated, NL can induce an error of ∆R/R = 1 × 10−2 and ∆e2 = 1.75 × 10−3 in the

H158 bandpass for the brightest unsaturated stars in WFIRST. In addition, our sim-

ulations show that to limit the bias of ∆R/R and ∆e in the H158 band to ∼ 10% of

the estimated WFIRST error budget, the quadratic NL model parameter β must be

calibrated to ∼ 1% and ∼ 2.4%, respectively. We present a fitting formula that can be

used to estimate WFIRST detector NL requirements once a true PSF error budget is

established.

– 10 –

Fig. 1.— Example of the WFIRST PSF profiles in the Y106 band created by the

galsim.wfirst.getPSFmethod. The profile is drawn on a postage stamp with a size of 1.5k×1.5k

pixels (k = 64) and a resolution of p/N , with p = 0.11 arcseconds and N = 3. Before drawing the

profiles, they are first convolved with a pixel response of size p and given a flux obtained through the

use of the galsim.wfirst.getBandpasses (AB_zeropoint=True) routine at an AB magnitude of

18.3 (at an exposure time of 168.1 seconds). However, to preserve the correct response to NL, the

higher-resolution image has N2 more total flux. The NL effect is applied at the high-resolution

pixel scale p/N , but the centroid of the profile is randomized within the native pixel scale p (in this

example the centroid and the pixel center coincide). The upper left panel shows the full postage

stamp PSF image without the NL applied, while the lower left panel shows a zoom into the core

(squared central region in upper left panel) of 30 by 30 high-resolution pixels. The right-hand side

image shows the fractional difference between the PSF without the NL applied and a PSF with NL

using β0 for the model parameter.

Detector models + simulations +
forecast of cosmology performance 

of WFIRST 

= 

Requirements on detector 
performance and on algorithms 

that will correct for defects



What are we doing now?
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Disk galaxy polarization as a source of weak lensing selection bias?
(Chris Hirata at OSU, Brent Tan and RM at CMU)

• Edge-on disk galaxy polarization has 
preferred direction with respect to 
galaxy shape 

• If mirror coatings, filters, or other parts 
of the instrument have polarization-
dependent behavior, could lead to 
preferentially choosing disks aligned in 
a particular direction

• Simple toy model suggests this could 
be important enough to place a 
requirement on; further investigation is 
needed



Conclusions
• WFIRST dark energy constraints will come from multiple complementary 

cosmological measurements. 
➡ Measurements take advantage of the unique opportunities of space-based data, 

e.g., by carrying out the first infrared lensing survey. 
• SITs are already working on the deliverables needed for survey planning now 

(requirements on hardware for each science case, etc.) 
➡ They will provide tools for the broader benefit of the community. 

• WFIRST will take place in a broader cosmological context given other surveys 
happening in the 2020s 
➡ Rich opportunities for carrying out precision cosmology and mitigating limiting 

systematics using the combination of the surveys. 
➡ Groups are already hard at work on how to best take advantage of these 

opportunities and do amazing science. 
• Work is well underway to ensure great weak lensing science with WFIRST
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